Oftentimes there are posts here about how those younger or us and generally everyone attempts to communicate the Truth or at least some ideas here to our parents and/or immediate family members.

When a soul is kind, when they find something positive and great, they want to share it with the people that they love. Especially true is the case where this happens to us here. When one discovers the Joy of Satan and they find out that meditation works, that the Gods do provide help and counsel and so on, this can be exciting and rejuvenate people with new hope that did not exist before.

It can come as a shock that other people may not want to engage in this, but this comes only AFTER one has crossed the gates, understood what this is about, received counsel or help from the Gods and so on. Therefore, one has crossed the walls of this big change called Satanism, and one has some knowledge of it. One has questioned themselves past the conditioning.

Many people however remain outside the closed gates, inside conditioning, and one's parents are no different. It makes logical sense to want to help those of whom you love or whom you have blood ties with and looking for their best interest.

It also makes logical sense that these people have been lied to strongly. They may not want to be helped, may see you as negative, or even consider someone a threat, insane, or whatever have you if you try to do that, also. One therefore has to be really careful.

The case has to be observed however from the perspective of your parents. Spiritual Satanism has strong family values, and family tree values. Even our "scary" statements about Race are only extensions of these values, since families, blood ties, etc., construct races after many hundreds of years.

We value ancestors, family, and this is one of the reasons we also have moved back to the Ancient Gods rather than believing in the modern flick of the enemy
paradigm which concerns stories of the hebrews and nothing useful for us, or the world. This is a good decision, not a bad one, but others may not see it that way.

Yet many people are told this is "Good", "Moral", "Correct" and so on, to follow these things. The images connected to our side of affairs can be really negative, threatening, and point a parent that their child is in some seriously negative situation, even mentally unwell or life threatening.

When your parents suspect, or find out you are a Satanist, the popular culture images will come to their head. They will think that you are in a cult, that you are into drugs, that you are a skinhead [even if you are Black] or that you are currently in a self-destructive phase because you don't even understand what is going on with your life.

Any parent who cares for their children, will be scared of this, and monitor the situation closely or try to stop it. Careless parents may not care. More open-minded parents may make a consideration. It all depends on the people in question.

Generational gap of understanding can also come in question. You may be let's say 18 and your parents may be 38 or 48. The generational gap of understanding can be very large. What you read in the JoS over 1 month, your parents have not seen possibly in one lifetime.

Ideas that we are open to experiment with, have been forcibly kept out of the minds of previous generations.

They are looking at the subject from outside the door and the fortress looks scary through their rose-colored glasses. They do not know that you advance spiritually, that we have a strong opposed policy against drugs, that the meditations do good to the mind, body and soul, fixing endless issues. They will not understand that your capacity to do magick can be lifesaving, or that you came to these decisions after free will and study.

One's parents, unless real bad or terrible, will become scared, recoil, and even attack you or restrain you from doing what they consider evil. Do not blame them, because we are the most misunderstood ideological spectrum of ideas on the earth at this point. They have visuals of blood imagery, hate, and all the uglier things.
No good parent would want their daughter or son into these things that are considered destructive or negative. They would never, under no circumstance, leave their children to go down this road that they consider evil.

For those who regardless try to breach this whole of lies to get to their parents, or family members, know that this can be an extremely difficult task. The degree of impossibility can be high. Most parents believe that they completely own children, and have no faith in the decisions of their own children.

The reality is as I see it from the parental perspective, that the above is really CORRECT most of the time. Most parents are rightfully scared, as most young people do the most stupid, threatening, and potentially damning choices. Since the odds that one's kids have done some extremely wise or positive decision can be really low, they can be mistrustful, but you can possibly almost never convince them in Spiritual Satanism, unless you are at least older.

It is almost a hopeless situation to try to explain these to parents as these strong cases of closed minds persist and are necessary to parenthood. Indeed, when one is a parent, they'll see that for themselves. Children tend to do fuckups and mistakes more often than not. This includes trusting wrong people, damaging themselves, and taking life decisions that can be negative.

It is a sad case that it is not easy to communicate our facts at this point. Theoretically, this path is the most positive one can take, filling one with hope, ambition, power, understanding, and propelling one to stand stronger against life's negativity or adversity. We know this is all great because we have lived this for ourselves.

This is like people observing a very scary castle. You can come out of the castle and tell them that nothing scary or threatening happens in the inside, but they will refuse listening. In a parent to children relationship, the strong factor that one's children are on the wrong side, can persist.

We have also had positive examples, where the soul of one's parents was already with this side, and they accepted this gift that came from their own children. Indeed, what a greater blessing than giving life to a being and doing positive things for you. Be it that most modern family relations are ruinous, parents should at least LISTEN, but this is only THEORY and oftentimes, inapplicable in real life.
The clashes that can emerge out of this can be more negative than positive for one to try to change the mind of other people. Parents in general see their children's judgement as oftentimes errant. Parents also like every other human being have their times, highs and lows, and they may listen at one time but idle out in another time. It can take knowing them to be able to communicate with them, especially about such life changing things.

Parents may also pretend to listen to one's kids and observe them, while they entirely disagree with their ideas. And they are right, sometimes. I cannot say that as a parent I'd do differently if all my sensory input information was as wrong in my mind as it was in theirs.

One has to respect their parents and during the phase of realization which for some of us came in the teenage years, clashes and fights are to be expected. Parents are definitely not always perfect, and more often than not, there can be clashes, imperfections, what have you.

A certain segment of parents can also be totally rotten, abusive, and destructive. For both of these cases one has the mental fortitude and knowledge to build out of these situations and act accordingly.

Years later one can look back and see that this approach was negative and fruitless to try to convince them. If it works it can be really good, even dreamy, but if it fails, you may throw your life into a negative spiral of abuse, discord and damnation. The enemy has curses about this in the Bible as well, causing discord and hate in the families of Gentiles.

One's parents have sensory input, experiences, and possibly even a soul that has another purpose or can be of not so much spiritual in essence.

Whatever that would benefit them, as we are to care for our loved ones, can be done in the form of workings, but in a silent way. Someone doesn't have to know you are putting an aura of protection around them. They also don't have to know you meditate, nor that you are preoccupied with spiritual work and studying.

As many of us worry about misfortune, death, and spiritual fall of other people, we have tools and the necessary care of the Demons who will take care of them without their knowledge, helping them and assisting them. Oftentimes this can be done so that this help reaches out to the dedicated person, but if one explicitly asks, they can receive help even if they are outsiders.
Therefore, functional help that would arrive from them knowing, can at least partly arrive from you. They don't have to know.

The time will come where it will be universally understood that a Satanist in each house is a blessing on this house, bringing positivity, hope, knowledge and understanding, on this source of life that we call the family unit. But this family may start from you instead, extending outwards.

I'll write more advice on going for potential routes of action in other upcoming posts in this series, both towards family and other members in one's immediate living environment.
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